AI: towards a critical utopia
• What AI should be built, and what AI should not?
• How smart should our supposedly smart technosocial systems be?
• Who decides?
• How do we know what AI we want?
• Who decides what AI we get or what AI gets built
and deployed?

AI: towards a critical utopia
• What AI should be built, and what AI should not?
• Who decides what AI we get or what AI gets built
and deployed?
Discuss in small groups. Make a list.
Include reasons.

“Technologists inevitably think about how their tool, gadget or algorithm can be used in
the world. They start with a solution and then look for problems. This is a necessary part
of any innovation process.
But in most fields it’s even more productive to think the other way around: to start with
a need or outcome and then look for answers or tools that can help.
There is a long history of digital technologists getting this wrong. From smart cities and
smart homes to digital government, too many have focused on inputs rather than
outcomes, hyping fancy applications or hardware that didn’t really meet any needs that
matter. Invariably this has led to disappointment, wasted money and backlashes (I’ve
lived through quite a few of these cycles). Too many involved in AI may now be
repeating exactly the same mistakes.”

Dear Parents/Guardians,
Your child has been selected to be among the first group of students to participate in an exciting new initiative
made possible by our recent $1.5 million PEP Grant.
We have added ACTIVITY WATCHES to the K-12 physical education program so that we can assess how the PEP
grant impacts students’ physical activity in [the school district]. We are periodically selecting groups of students
at random to wear activity watches on their wrists to track daily activity time.
One of the goals of our program is to see that students get the recommended amount of physical activity each
day (60 minutes). As part of a quality physical education program, the use of activity watches can motivate
students to challenge themselves to become more physically active.
For the students selected to participate in this first group, we will be distributing activity watches starting
January 13th for students to wear before, during, after school and over the weekend until Tuesday, January
21st. We ask that students do not take off the watch once it’s on their wrist. They should sleep, even shower
with the watch in place. There are no buttons to push or need to touch the watch, as it is pre-programmed to
record and store each day of activity time.
At the end of the 9 days, each family will be able to access a report of their child’s activity, and you are
welcome to consult with your child’s physical education teacher about what you learn and ways to further
support your child’s physical health and fitness. In addition, the group’s combined information will be used to
provide baseline data on student physical activity in [the school district].
In closing, I invite you to join me and your child’s physical education teacher in motivating your family to
participate in physical activity together. If you should have any questions about this new technology, please do
not hesitate to contact your child’s physical education teacher.
Yours in health,
Supervisor of Health, Physical Education and Nursing Services

Pavlok
shocking nudges

Mood prediction
bands + apps

“Given the massive scale of social
networks such as Facebook, even
small effects can have large
aggregated consequences: For
example, the well-documented
connection between emotions and
physical well-being suggests the
importance of these findings for
public health.
Online messages influence our
experience of emotions, which may
affect a variety of offline behaviors.
And after all, an effect size of d =
0.001 at Facebook’s scale is not
negligible: In early 2013, this would
have corresponded to hundreds of
thousands of emotion expressions
in status updates per day.”

1.

Is deliberate emotional manipulation by Facebook a problem of process (no informed
consent for the subjects) or substance (emotional manipulation)?

2.

If it is a problem of inadequate process: Is IRB review a solution? What about informed
consent? What does that mean to you? Pretend you’re negotiating a one-to-one contract
with Facebook. What exactly would you agree to? Would clicking “I agree” when you sign
up for the service be enough?

3.

If it is a problem of substance, can you explain the problem without reliance on adjectives
like creepy? Can you articulate what exactly is wrong with emotional manipulation by
Facebook?

4.

Is it acceptable for Facebook to induce or suppress the emotional contagion of your
friends?

5.

Suppose Facebook tests, develops, and optimizes its emotional manipulation capability to
help people to make better decisions? Would it be acceptable for Facebook to induce or
suppress impulsive purchases (or at least, clicks)?

6.

Suppose Facebook optimizes its emotional manipulation capability specifically to minimize
emotional interference with rational decision making. Would this nudge people to make
better decisions? Would people nudged in this fashion act like machines? Would they be
(or could they be) any less human?

7.

Suppose Facebook optimizes its emotional manipulation capability and lets users choose
the settings—dial up some happiness! Would you use it?

1.

Is deliberate emotional manipulation by Facebook a problem of process (no informed consent for the subjects) or substance
(emotional manipulation)?

2.

If it is a problem of inadequate process: Is IRB review a solution? What about informed consent? What does that mean to you?
Pretend you’re negotiating a one-to-one contract with Facebook. What exactly would you agree to? Would clicking “I agree” when
you sign up for the service be enough?

3.

It is a problem of substance. How can we identify and evaluate when
socio-technical engineering of our emotions crosses a line?

4.

Is it acceptable for Facebook to induce or suppress the emotional contagion of your friends?

5.

Suppose Facebook tests, develops, and optimizes its emotional manipulation capability to help people
to make better decisions? Would it be acceptable for Facebook to induce or suppress impulsive
purchases (or at least, clicks)?

6.

Suppose Facebook optimizes its emotional manipulation capability specifically to minimize emotional
interference with rational decision making. Would this nudge people to make better decisions?
Would people nudged in this fashion act like machines? Would they be (or could they be) any less
human?

7.

Suppose Facebook optimizes its emotional manipulation capability and lets users choose the settings
—dial up some happiness! Would you use it?

8.

There is no reason to think the technology will be limited to a social networking
environment. (It isn’t now anyways.) How does the analysis change when Facebook [or
whoever else] extends the optimized emotional engineering tech to other environments
– e.g., workplace, home, public spaces … IoT, Big Data, automated systems

https://features.propublica.org/aggressiondetector/the-unproven-invasive-surveillancetechnology-schools-are-using-to-monitorstudents/

https://www.soundintel.com/products/overview/aggression/

Two recent tweets

AI ETHICS
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AI: towards a critical utopia

Utopian Dreams

Dystopian Nightmares

Human beings have special powers.
We can imagine things that don’t exist
and communicate with each other in
person, at a distance, and across time
about imagined things.
These powers allow us to develop
shared culture, beliefs, laws,
technologies, and others things
essential to cooperation and modern
civilization.
What matters most is how we
exercise these powers across
generations to shape our world and
ourselves.
This is how we engineer humanity.

The most fundamental Big Idea we’ve
engineered for ourselves over the past
few centuries is the belief that despite
the many environmental
contingencies outside of our control
that shape who we are and what’s
possible, we can be authors of our
own lives.
We can have some meaningful agency
or degree of freedom.
BUT this freedom is not naturally
given or inevitable. It is contingent. It
can be taken. It can be lost. We can be
drones.

• Being human: What meaningfully
distinguishes homo sapiens from other species
is our capability to imagine, conceptualize and
engineer ourselves and our environment
• What matters about being human is how we
exercise such power over generations to
collectively produce, cultivate, and sustain
shared normative conceptions of humanity

To What Ends?
• Who are we?
• What sorts of people do we want to be?
• What values and capabilities do we possess and commit ourselves to
sustain?
• What sort of society do we want to build and sustain?
• What obligations do we owe to past, present and future generations?
• How should such obligations shape the technologies and social
institutions we build and sustain?

• Being human: What meaningfully distinguishes
homo sapiens from other species is our capability
to imagine, conceptualize and engineer ourselves
and our environment
• What matters about being human is how we
exercise such power over generations to
collectively produce, cultivate, and sustain shared
normative conceptions of humanity
– Capabilities for human flourishing

• Such as reason, common sense, free will, agency, sociality

A world where engineered determinism
governs is a world where fully predictable
and programmable people perform rather
than live their lives.
Such a world would be tragic.
People living there could be described as
human and still would qualify as homo
sapiens. But they would have a thin
normative status as human beings because
much of what matters about being human
would be lost.

To What Ends?
• Who are we?
• What sorts of people do we want to be?
• What values and capabilities do we possess and commit ourselves to
sustain?
• What sort of society do we want to build and sustain?
• What obligations do we owe to past, present and future generations?
• How should such obligations shape the technologies and social
institutions we build and sustain?

Plugging into the Experience Machine

Experience Machine n.0
• Optimization criteria: maximum happiness at
minimal social cost
– Different imaginable equilibria
– Optimal happiness would entail satiation of
engineered will

• No choice about plugging in

• Would you build it?

Peter Singer
• "I'm a sufficiently hardcore hedonist to think
that democracy is a means to an end rather
than an end in itself. If we can really imagine
achieving optimum happiness for all sentient
beings, forever, that would be a greater value
than democracy, which may be better than
any other system of government, but so far
hasn't got anywhere close to producing
optimum happiness for all sentient beings."

Values and Logics
Welfarism / Hedonism
vs.
Human Flourishing / Humanism

Pluralism vs. Universalism

• Who decided we want self-driving cars?
• What is the market demand?
• What is the social demand?
• Role of AI?

Values and Logics
• What logic or value system determines who lives
and dies?
– Who bears costs of non-death-dealing accidents?
– Who bears costs of congestion?
– Who and what gets prioritized?

• Who decides?
– Global vs. local values?
– Public vs. private?
– Embedded in supposedly smart tech …
• Does programmer decide?
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– Global vs. local values?
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• Engineer friction so we can slow down, stop and
think, interact meaningfully, practice and develop
capabilities essential to human flourishing
• Critically question tech boosterism: E.g.,
– insert “supposedly” before “smart,
– replace “cloud” with “someone else’s computer” and
– replace “free” with “paid for with data, attention, and
even your mind”
– see my SciAm pieces online
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Strategies
•

Challenge conventional wisdom, ideas, and theories that perpetuate
existing logics and engineer complacency.
– Critical analysis (problems and solutions)

•

Create gaps and seams between smart techno-social systems to constrain
techno-social engineering and techno-social engineering creep
–
–
–
–

•

Neutrality rules to regulate intelligence-enabled control systems
Air gaps, incompatibilities, and other seams
Obfuscation
Zones rather than filters; filter creep predicted by Lessig in 1998!

Engineer transaction costs and inefficiencies to support human flourishing
through the exercise and development of human capabilities
– Contract law reforms: deliberation, relationships, 3rd party clauses

Smart Cities:

How “smart” should our infrastructures be?
How interconnected?

Neutrality rules to regulate
intelligence-enabled control systems

For supposedly smart systems
•

To what end?
•
•

•

Affordances and basic human capabilities
•
•

•

Be specific about normative value(s), e.g., welfare vs. human capabilities
Who decides?
Examine demand and supply side affordances
Examine impacts on basic human capabilities

Each of these
expands …

Critically examine supposed intelligence
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examine systems, including hidden / obscured parts, various
components
Who gains what intelligence? Who gains what power?
What types of intelligence? How to evaluate?
For what known and agreed upon purpose(s)?
Fitness between intelligence and purpose?
What is the risk of creep?

I.

Background Environment

A. What is the background context (legal, cultural, etc.) of this particular commons?
B. What is the “default” status of the resources involved in the commons? Patented? Copyright? Open?

II. Attributes of the Commons
A. Resources

i. What resources are pooled and how they are created or obtained?
ii. What are the characteristics of the resources, such as whether they are rival or non-rival, whether they are
tangible or intangible,
iii. What technologies and skills are needed to create, obtain, maintain and use them?

B. Community Members

i. Who are the community members and what are their roles?
ii. What are the degree and nature of openness of the community with respect to each type of community member
and the general public?

C. Goals and Objectives

i. What are the goals and objectives, including obstacles or dilemmas to overcome?
ii. What are the history and narrative of the commons?

III. Governance

A. What are the governance mechanisms of the commons (e.g., membership rules, resource contribution or
extraction standards and requirements, conflict resolution mechanisms, sanctions for rule violation)?
B. Who are the decision-makers and how are they selected?
C. What are the institutions that govern decision-making?
D. What informal norms govern the commons?
E. How do nonmembers interact with the commons? What institutions govern those interactions?
F. What legal structures (including intellectual property rules, subsidies, contract and licensing law,
antitrust provisions) govern the functioning of the commons?

IV. Patterns and Outcomes
A. What benefits are delivered to members and to others (including innovations and creative output,
production, sharing, and dissemination of those innovations and output to a broader audience, and
social interactions that emerge from the commons?)
B. What costs and risks are associated with the commons, including, for example, any negative
47
externalities?

• Practice Luddism: withdraw and reflect; digital
detox with genuine reflection on how tech
patterns your life
• Fight for freedom to be off; leave room for
Luddites!

Thanks!
Check out my website:
reengineeringhumanity.com
Check out short essays.
Follow me on twitter.
Spread the word and please
review the book!

Cue the music:
Rage Against the Machine, WAKE UP

